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Vintage, UK, 2010. Softcover. Book Condition: New. First Edition. Available Now. Book Description:
A short, sharp shot of royal revenge.: More than four hundred years ago, seven people - five of them
women - were beheaded in the Tower of London. Three had been queens of England. The others
were found guilty of treason. Why were such important people put to death?: Alison Weir's gripping
book tells their stories: from the former friend betrayed by a man set on being king, to the young girl
killed after just nine days on the throne. Alison Weir is a wonderful storyteller. Through her vivid
writing, Alison Weir brings history alive. : Review: "Alison Weir is one of our greatest popular
historians" (Daily Mail): "Weir provides immense satisfaction. She writes in a pacy, vivid style,
engaging the heart as well as the mind" (Amanda Foreman Independent): "Weir wears her learning
lightly and has a pleasant habit of anticipating all the questions of a curious reader" (Publishers
Weekly) : Book Description: Produced as part of the Quick Reads Series, Alison Weir's Traitors of the
Tower is a wonderful introduction to this brilliant historian. Size: 19.6 x 12.7 x 0.5 cm. 96 pages.
Multiple copies...
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ReviewsReviews

These types of publication is the best book available. it absolutely was writtern very completely and helpful. I am very happy to explain how here is the
greatest book we have study within my individual existence and can be he greatest publication for possibly.
-- Lucas Brown-- Lucas Brown

It in one of my favorite book. Sure, it is actually engage in, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I am happy to let you know that this is
basically the finest book i have got study inside my very own existence and might be he finest publication for ever.
-- Randal Reinger-- Randal Reinger
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